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WHY DID CHINA REFORM ITS DEATH PENALTY?

Kandis Scott†

Abstract: China recently reformed its death penalty laws, and as a result the government has executed fewer prisoners. The author explores possible reasons and policy concerns behind China’s legal reform. These influences include international forces and domestic factors, such as the media, changed circumstances, compassion, and politics. Although hardly transparent, the underlying motivations for the revisions suggest that eventually China may abolish capital punishment, perhaps even before the United States does so.

Even Westerners have heard about the exoneration of She Xianglin, imprisoned in China for the murder of his wife who was found alive more than ten years later. Worse was the case of Nie Shubin, who was executed for murder before another man admitted to the crime. These Chinese cases echo mistaken criminal convictions that have come to light in the United States, yet the two nations have responded differently to similar failures of their criminal justice systems. There has been no national legislative response to these injustices in the U.S., but China has been making changes to prevent erroneous death sentences.

China reduced the number of prior year death sentences in 2007 by as much as thirty percent after revising its procedure for reviewing capital

† B.A., 1963, Cornell University; L.L. B. 1966, Stanford University; Professor of Law, University of Santa Clara Law School. The author appreciates Johns Hopkins-Nanjing University Center for her year in China when this essay was inspired.

cases. Given that China is believed to execute many, this diminution reflects a significant number of lives. For the first time ever, death sentences with a reprieve for two years, which usually turn into life sentences, exceeded the number of immediate death sentences imposed in China. Although death penalty figures are a state secret, the official Chinese news agency reported these changes and human rights organizations have corroborated them in general. The public statement of a Supreme People’s Court (“SPC”) official that the number of death sentences imposed by the trial courts diminished at “not a small rate” hints at the significance of the new rules.

In a nation lacking transparency like China, the reason for adopting the new procedures is unknown. Is this revised procedure a step towards a
repeal of capital punishment? If so, will China abandon the ultimate sanction before the United States does? This paper examines facts and theories, and synthesizes explanations and interpretations underlying China’s death penalty reform with a view to understanding future developments.

I. IN 2007 CHINA CHANGED ITS EXISTING PROCEDURES FOR REVIEW OF CAPITAL CONVICTIONS

In 1983, an increase in lawless behavior spurred China to change its rules for reviewing death sentences. Provincial courts obtained what had been the power of the Supreme People’s Court to reevaluate most capital sentences. The effect of the “Strike Hard” campaign, as explicitly intended, was an increased number of executions. In its Second Five-Year (2006-2010) Reform Plan, the SPC reversed course and announced its intention to restore its authority to review death penalty sentences.


12 “The SPC first shifted the legal authority to review and approve certain death sentences to provincial high courts in 1980, and the NPCSC incorporated this devolution of authority into law with a 1983 Amendment to the 1979 Organic Law of the People’s Courts. The 1983 Amendment changed the requirement that the SPC decide or approve all death penalty cases to create the following carve-out: ‘The Supreme People’s Court, when necessary, may authorize high people’s courts of provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities directly under the central government to exercise the authority to review and approve cases in which the death penalty is imposed for homicide, rape, robbery, causing explosions, and other crimes seriously endangering public security and social order.’” Law Amended to Require SPC Approval of All Death Sentences, Human Rights and Rule of Law—News and Analysis, Virtual Academy, Congressional—Executive Commission on China (Nov. 3, 2006), http://www.cecc.gov/pages/virtualAcad/index.php?showsingle=76854 (last visited Oct. 12, 2009).


14 The Supreme People’s Court reviews the death sentence, while an appeal of the judgment is taken to the provincial courts in theory. China Changes Law to Limit Death Sentence, supra note 11; Mure Dickie, China’s Lower Courts to Lose Power on Death Penalty, Financial Times, Oct. 25, 2005, available at http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/6e1ad4ea-474e-11da-b8e5-00000c2511c8.html. The SPC also issued guidelines for its review: “Each case will be reviewed by a team of three judges. They will be required to check the facts, laws applied and criminal procedures adopted. Any testimony extracted through illegal means will be declared invalid. During the review, judges must arraign the defendants face to face, and present their separate judgments and reasons in writing. If the case is very complicated or there are doubts over the facts, judges can visit the place where the alleged offence took place to check details.” Top Court Reviews All Death Sentences, CHINA DAILY, Dec. 29, 2006, http://www.china.org.cn/govemment/2007-01/18/content_1196508.htm (last visited Oct. 12, 2009). See also results of a 2005 symposium questioning
Enacting that decision, the legislature (the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress) amended the law effective January 2007: “Death penalty sentences, with the exception of those decided by the Supreme People’s Court, shall be submitted to the Supreme People’s Court for review and approval.” This action did not complete official efforts to improve death sentencing—the SPC is also developing national guidelines to limit judicial discretion so as to enhance consistency in trial courts’ sentencing.

The SPC interpreted this action as more than a procedural change, but rather as an official decision to restrict capital punishment. This change reflected China’s explicit desire to cut back the number of executions:

All criminals that can be sentenced without the need for immediate execution should be given a death sentence with a two-year reprieve, which not only punishes the guilty but effectively reduces death sentences. Capital punishment should be given only to an extremely small number of serious offenders.

By the end of 2007, China reported a diminution in the number of executions of people who Chief Justice Xiao Yang described as an “extremely small number of extremely serious and extremely vile criminals posing a grievous threat to society.”

The SPC’s official appellate reversals were not the only cause of the diminished number of executions. The Court observed that lower courts were more careful and improved the quality of capital case trials in the first
year of the new review procedures. SPC oversight spurred the trial judges to greater care in deciding capital cases knowing that their work would be scrutinized by the top court and shame their court. This influence is especially potent because judges who are prone to reversal may be punished criminally. The revised SPC appellate procedure has changed trial courts’ sentencing practices in a system committed to capital punishment.

II. CHINA’S TRADITIONS WORK AGAINST REFORM OF THE DEATH PENALTY

China’s traditional acceptance of the death penalty sets the context for evaluating the significance of the new developments. Execution, along with face tattooing, nose amputation, foot amputation, and castration was one of the “Old Five Punishments” originating as early as the 17th century BCE. Today, surveys show little public objection to the tradition of capital punishment. Xingliang Chen, Professor of Law at Beijing University, attributed this to the influence of “the Chinese cultural tradition of retribution and lowly-regarded individual rights.”

Authorities, accepting the reality of cultural values, have made it clear they do not intend to abolish the death penalty anytime soon. Former-Chief Justice Xiao Yang, a supporter of the new procedures, and his successor, Wang Shengjun, a less-enthusiastic supporter, have ruled out ending the

21 China, HANDS OFF CAIN, supra note 8.
23 Xie Chuanjiao, supra note 17. "It's going to have a psychological effect on local judges when they are making decisions because they are going to be afraid that if they approve capital punishment, the supreme court will overrule them," said Li Heping. Posting of Lisa Brackmann to Big Change in China's Death Penalty Policy. PAPER TIGER TAIL. http://papertigertail.blogspot.com/2006_10_01_archive.html (Oct. 31, 2006, 11:48 PM) (last visited Oct. 12, 2009).
28 Id. at 126.
death penalty,\textsuperscript{29} as have Premier Wen Jiabao and President Hu Jintao.\textsuperscript{30} As Senior Judge Huang Ermei of the Supreme People's Court said, "[c]urrently our country does not have the conditions to abolish the death penalty and will not have those conditions for a considerable period of time."\textsuperscript{31} The new SPC rules will diminish the number of executions, satisfy a public that is presently committed to capital punishment, and postpone radical change. However, the fact that Chinese authorities rely on current conditions to explain preserving the death sentence may signal openness to significant changes in the future.

There have been signs that this cultural tradition is weakening.\textsuperscript{32} A fissure in traditional support for capital punishment appeared in 2000, when academics began to speak and write criticizing capital punishment or favoring its extensive restriction.\textsuperscript{33} Currently, there is not a dramatic demand for abolition of death sentences: In 2005 Qiu Xinglong claimed to be the only scholar in China who proposed outright abolition.\textsuperscript{34} Nonetheless, some Chinese now recommend limiting capital punishment, through changes like restoring SPC review, as a first step towards abolition.\textsuperscript{35} "[L]eniency and more judicious use of capital punishment [has become] the trend of the time,"\textsuperscript{36} as seen in 2006, before the new law took effect, when executions numbered the fewest in ten years.\textsuperscript{37} An example of
the limitations mentality is that a death sentence is no longer thought appropriate for an accidental killing committed during a fight between neighbors if the victim’s family is compensated. The SPC’s reversing fifteen percent of the death sentences brought before it signaled to the lower courts its change of attitude towards executions. Fewer executions in recent years support the view that the new procedures reflect a major step towards abolition of capital punishment.

In the face of the long tradition of capital punishment, why would Chinese authorities bother to reduce the number of executions by means of the new appellate procedures? Returning sentencing review to the SPC after twenty-four years carries more significance than a simple procedural revision because the Chinese Communist Party influences the Supreme Court in policy matters. This reform may herald a revolution in Chinese criminal punishment, perhaps even abolition of the death penalty, or may mean nothing so important. Because the Communist Party leadership makes decisions without transparency, one can only hypothesize about its reasons for approving a new capital punishment policy. Those reasons probably include the influence of international and domestic forces.


Reasons leading the SPC to overturn death sentences include “facts verified in the original judgment are unclear, evidence insufficient, punishment inappropriate, procedures illegal and other reasons.” Hu Yungteng et al., supra note 4.


III. MANY FORCES CONTRIBUTED TO THE DECISION TO REFORM DEATH PENALTY REVIEW

A. International Opinion Pressed for Change in China

Hosting the Olympics could not justify significant changes in Chinese death penalty procedure as some suggest.\(^{42}\) Although China wanted to burnish its image to impress the world at the Olympic Games, it is unlikely that it modified its criminal sanctions for the same reasons it implemented queuing and no-spitting campaigns.\(^{43}\) China’s militant response to the Tibetan monks’ uprising in 2008\(^{44}\) and its suppression of Uighur-Han ethnic violence in Xinjiang in 2009,\(^{45}\) both of which led to executions under the new appellate system, demonstrate that internal control trumps public image. But China is not oblivious to international influences,\(^{46}\) despite its refusing to sign the United Nations Moratorium on the Death Penalty.\(^{47}\) A Chinese scholar acknowledged that China must eventually conform to the “inexorable trend internationally” to restrict the death penalty.\(^{48}\)

Foreign human rights organizations that have long criticized China’s extensive use of the death penalty may have motivated the recent reform.\(^{49}\)

---


\(^{46}\) Bin Liang et al., Sources of Variations in Pro-Death Penalty Attitudes in China, 46 BRIT. J. CRIMINOLOGY, 119, 120, 122 (2006).


Chinese people and political leaders certainly are conscious of international opinion. More than merely being aware, China sometimes responds to international criticism, albeit in a face-saving way. Evidence of this is that China told the United Nations Human Rights Commission that it “might heed criticism that China’s application of the death penalty for 68 categories of crimes, including nonviolent offenses such as tax evasion, may be too broad.” One Chinese judge attributed the reform in capital case procedure to the extensive use of the death penalty that had brought China “under excessive international pressure.” By openly identifying the beneficial international effect of the 2007 death penalty revisions, China reveals the impact of international opinion.


See Hu Yunteng et al., supra note 4. Hu is Associate Dean of the Supreme People’s Court Research Department, who would not be publishing an unapproved opinion in a Chinese journal. Luo Gan, one of nine members of the Communist Party Standing Committee, noted that the judiciary “should consider the possible international influence of and reaction to their decisions,” in the course of a speech generally exhorting legal authorities to defer to the Party-state. Joseph Kahn, Chinese Official Warns Against Independence of Courts, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 3, 2007, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/03/world/asia/03china.html.


Wang Guangze, supra note 53; Chen Xingliang, supra note 48, at 38; HONG LU, CHINA’S DEATH PENALTY: HISTORY, LAW, AND CONTEMPORARY PRACTICES 138 (2007).
motivation for changing death penalty procedures, one may anticipate further responses restricting or even abolishing capital punishment. In contrast, the United States appears to resist the criticisms of its death penalty laws by the world community. 57 Supreme Court Justice Kennedy’s use of international standards in capital punishment analysis 58 is made dramatic by its rarity. Unlike China, the United States will not bend its capital punishment policy to international opinion.

B. Several Domestic Factors Influenced Liberalization of Capital Punishment Procedures

I. The Chinese Media Exposed Unjust Executions Publicly

China’s media may have influenced the Supreme People’s Court to increase the Court’s supervision of death penalty cases. 59 China’s media are more influential politically than the courts.60 “Since 2005, China's media have exposed a series of errors in death sentence cases and criticized courts for lack of caution in meting out capital punishment.” 61 The “media had a field day reporting the [She Xianglin] case ... and their frenzy did not end there. They began looking for similar cases ...”62 In this way and by exposing regionally inconsistent results, the country’s press has monitored the lower courts. 63 If publicity can incite the public to demand fair

57 The United States did not agree to the United Nations Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty. G.A. Res. 62/149, U.N. Doc. A/RES/62/149 (Dec. 18, 2007). Kansas v. Marsh, 548 U.S. 163, 187 (Scalia, J., concurring) (“There exists in some parts of the world sanctimonious criticism of America’s death penalty, as somehow unworthy of a civilized society. (I say sanctimonious, because most of the countries to which these finger-waggers belong had the death penalty themselves until recently-and indeed, many of them would still have it if the democratic will prevailed.)”); Russel G. Murphy, Lecture Executing the Death Penalty: International Law Influences on United States Supreme Court Decision-Making in Capital Punishment Cases, 32 Suffolk Transnat’l L. Rev. 599, 621-22 (2009).
59 Lu & MIETHE, supra note 27, at 35; Dickie, supra note 14.
60 Liebman, supra note 41, at 21.
61 China Changes Law to Limit Death Sentence, supra note 11.
63 See Law Amended to Require SPC Approval of All Death Sentences, supra note 12. Different crimes were assigned the death penalty in different regions. China Changes Law to Limit Death Sentence, supra note 11.
processes, it may have prompted the government to adopt the recent procedural change.

Other inferences arise from press attention to unjust criminal convictions. The media have a profit-making obligation yet are government controlled, usually by means of post-publication or self-censorship. Nonetheless, stories of erroneous convictions that successfully sold newspapers were not banned or inhibited by the state. Given that no government should wish to disclose its failings, the publication of unjust convictions may suggest that the state allowed the media to stimulate public outrage, which could serve as a justification for a prior, independent political decision to change the death penalty procedure.

In the United States, too, the media has disclosed convictions of the innocent. As in China, there has been some political response to public awareness of dreadful sentencing errors across America: former Illinois Governor George Ryan imposed a moratorium on executions, and New


65 The public’s influence is limited by the difficulty of mobilizing, differences within the public, and poor information about the law. Ultimately state controls restrain media and public pressure. See Peerenboom, supra note 41, at 20 n.43 (citing Benjamin L. Liebman, Watchdog or Demagogue? The Media in the Chinese Legal System, 105 COLUM. L. REV. 1 (2005)).


67 See Liebman, supra note 66.

68 A nice touch because it makes the government appear responsive to the public will. Professor Liebman has another interpretation in Benjamin Liebman & Tim Wu, China’s Network Justice, 8 CHI. J. INT’L L. 257, 285 (2007).


Jersey repealed its capital punishment law. In different ways, reflecting different roles for the press, public exposure has influenced death sentence policy in both countries.

2. **Changed Circumstances in China Enabled Reform**

The Supreme People's Court may have recaptured its power to review capital convictions because China now has the resources and the capacity for that process. In 2003, a Chinese critique of capital case procedures claimed that "material considerations, in the form of lack of staff, [were] the greatest obstacle" to SPC review of all capital cases. That the Supreme People's Court plans to hire 120 "criminal judicial officers" and has staffed three tribunals with judges and lawyers to assist it with review of capital cases supports that argument. Yet such expense seems trivial and inadequately explains China's failure to reform earlier. A more believable interpretation of this "adequate resources" argument is that the increased professional qualifications of Chinese judges and lawyers have expanded the judicial system's capacity to assure fair trials. The resources analysis has little application to the United States, where the legislatures are

---


73 Chen Xingliang, *supra* note 48, at 50. However Prof. Chen contended that inadequate resources were a "mask" for a judgment preferring material values over human life. *Id.* He proposed limiting the imposition of the death penalty at a forum at the Beijing University Faculty of Law in 2002. *See id.* at 51 n.1. I believe his opinions were within the range of politically acceptable views and might have prepared the public for the 2006 changes.


constitutionally obliged to protect the fundamental rights of criminal defendants even in capital prosecutions that demand many more resources than other criminal cases. 77

Another change of circumstances is the drop in crime rates in China. An increase in crime provoked the 1983 "Strike Hard" program, which included transferring capital punishment reviews from the SPC to the local courts. 78 In 2007, however, convictions based upon a group of serious violent felonies dropped 6.87% from 2006. 79 The government was able to restore the authority of the Supreme People’s Court when lower crime rates made "Strike Hard" superfluous. 80 This explanation for the recent change does not suggest a rethinking of capital punishment in principle and so would not foreshadow a permanent or extended limitation on executions. Rather than a significant development, China’s revised rules may reflect the same "law and order/mandatory sentencing" political swings that occur periodically in the United States. 81

3. Compassion Is Reflected in the Stated Goal of Executing Fewer Defendants

Despite China’s traditional acceptance of the death penalty, it would be cynical to reject simple humanity as an explanation for the nation’s new approach to executions. Wrongful convictions 82 and inconsistent imposition

---


78 See China Changes Law to Limit Death Sentence, supra note 11; see also discussion in notes, supra note 12.

79 The crimes were intentional murder, robbery, kidnap, and felonious assault. Crime rates diminished when capital punishment was abandoned, but this may not be a causal relationship. Some attribute the change to improved economic conditions. Hu Yunteng et al., supra note 4.

80 The SPC began considering restoration of its death sentence review power in the late 1990s. In its Second Five-Year Plan (2006-2010), the SPC announced its intention to make the change that took effect in January 2007. China Changes Law to Limit Death Sentence, supra note 11.

81 See AUSTIN SARAT, WHEN THE STATE KILLS: CAPITAL PUNISHMENT AND THE AMERICAN CONDITION 18 (2002) (“Yet this era also is associated with a hardening of attitudes toward crime and a dramatic escalation of state investment in the apparatus of punishment. As a result, no American politician today wants to be caught on the wrong side of the death penalty debate.”).

of the death penalty by provincial courts have troubled many. The articulated aim of the procedural revisions is to save lives: "The SPC's authority to review death sentences is intended to sharply reduce the rate of executions." The balance moved towards "kill fewer, kill cautiously." The expansion of execution by lethal injection rather than gun shot is "considered more humane." Compassion underlies these positions. The decline in the national crime rate makes the government less afraid of disruption and citizens less concerned with personal security, thereby opening space for mercy. Moreover, a demonstration of compassion is consistent with the influence of international human rights organizations on China's law.

4. **Supreme Judicial Court Review of Death Sentences Serves Internal Political Interests**

A discussion of the national-local tensions in China is beyond the scope of this essay, but it is important to recognize that the national government is eager to extend its authority over local officials, where widespread government corruption arises. Local governments have proved "unruly and disobedient" in China's decentralized system. The authority of local governments over court funding and judicial appointments enables them to influence basic level courts. Centralizing capital case reviews in the SPC diminishes the power of local government officials and the "local protectionism" that influences court decisions. An example of centralization in the court system is found in the 2005 Five-Year Plan, which

---

initiated a limited program of national appointment of judges. From a political viewpoint, restoring authority to the top court—regardless of the legal doctrine involved—serves the aims of the national government. The capital punishment issue is not central to this analysis.

If cutting the number of executions is not the goal of the recent reforms, disempowering local courts to strengthen national political authority may be the purpose. The SPC chief justice emphasized the importance of central supervision: "strengthening supervision over lower courts in death penalty cases" and "unifying death penalty standards across the country [are] important for improving human rights and ensuring fair trials." Nonetheless, given other means to control local authorities and the local judiciary's recent history of disregarding SPC orders, the political explanation for changes to capital punishment procedure is not the most salient.

Given weak court independence in China, changes in capital punishment processes and in official statements connote a shift in Party policy. Since the 2007 procedural changes, Wang Shengjun has become President of the Supreme Peoples' Court. His public comments are much less sympathetic to the rights of defendants than were those of his predecessor, suggesting a political, not judicial, explanation for restoring SPC authority. In April 2008, according to the official news agency:


94 "He [Xiao Yang, former President of the SPC] knows the bureaucracy and local administrations interfere with the courts because that has been the convention for long. But he insists that trials should be held under direct authority of the State and according to the Constitution. 'Some local officials don't want to understand the nature of the judiciary. They think of it as another administrative office. Hence, they ignore the judges and treat them as any other professionals, no different from a public servant.'" Xie Chuanjiao & Xu Chunzi, A visionary's march toward rule of the law, CHINA DAILY, Mar. 11, 2008, http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/chn/2008-03/11/content_6524584.htm (last visited Oct. 12, 2009).

95 Xie Chuanjiao, supra note 83.

96 See Liebman, supra note 41, at 14.

97 See Lu & Miethe, supra note 27, at 105.


[Wang] told judges to impose the death penalty and other harsh sentences for violent crimes . . . [These] comments . . . struck a markedly different tone from that of his predecessor who had campaigned to limit death sentences to the bare minimum, and only for the most heinous crimes.]

Wang went on to justify tough punishment to "increase the sense of security among the people . . . " Where the law mandates the death sentence, the death sentence should be given . . . Crimes involving terrorism or organized groups, violence, and those that 'seriously threaten social order' should be dealt with especially harshly.

Such public declarations are very different from Wang's predecessor Xiao Yang, who "urged courts to exercise 'extreme caution' when handing down death sentences." Xiao Yang reminded judges "every judgement [sic] should 'stand the test of time'" and said that "[i]n cases where the judge has legal leeway to decide whether to order death, he should always choose not to do so." Finally Xiao advised, "Judges should be very cautious, as if walking on thin ice, when it comes to the death penalty.

Wang's short tenure as Chief Justice has provided insufficient data to determine whether the Court's actions support or contradict his tough statements. His statements may have been a response to recent violence surrounding ethnic Muslims' protests, or they may signal a new interpretation of the death penalty review procedures that is less protective of defendants' rights. Or he may be signaling the Party's latest attitude towards the judiciary or towards capital punishment—a harsher view than


101 See Bodeen, supra note 100. The SPC President aroused concern about returning to the time of the Cultural Revolution when he "stressed three bases for a courts [sic] ruling: the law, the level of security in society . . . and the 'society and people's feelings.'" Harvard Kennedy School Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management, Death Penalty Debate Expands, CHINA JUSTICE NEWS UPDATE 2 (2008), available at http://www.hks.harvard.edu/criminaljustice/publications/CJNU_45_FINAL.pdf.


103 Id.

104 Id.

105 Id.

106 See Barboza, supra note 44.
expressed when the SPC’s review powers were restored. In either event, Communist Party goals will continue to drive death penalty policy.

Most of the domestic justifications for changing procedures in China are not significant in the United States. Few public officials in the United States have spoken about capital punishment recently. The American media did influence capital punishment policies in Illinois and New Jersey with reports of mistaken convictions, but most other challenges to the death penalty are made through individual constitutional challenges in court. Because capital punishment is largely a state matter in the United States, the Chinese political system enables reform of death penalty laws throughout the country more easily than does the United States’ system.

IV. CONCLUSION

One cannot confidently specify the most powerful influence on China’s decision to extend legal protection for those sentenced to capital punishment, therefore the significance of the change is unclear. Nonetheless, one sees signs of transformation. The “mainstream views of scholars” favor ultimate abolition of the death penalty. The actions of the Supreme People’s Court reflect change: more reversals and threats to prosecute judges who decide incorrectly. Even Zhang Yumao, a member of the powerful NPC Standing Committee, believes that the recent changes portend a very slow movement towards abolishing executions: “China is on the direction of abolishing the death sentence. But it will take time.” Limiting the death penalty, as the SPC is now doing, serves the goal of abolishing executions. This measured development recognizes implicitly that social acceptance will take a long time.

The United States Supreme Court has also limited the scope of capital punishment. It has banned execution of minors and the mentally retarded,

---

107 Medill Innocence Project, supra note 69; Bright, supra note 69, at 160; Marquis, supra note 69, at 143; Smith, supra note 69; Terry, supra note 69. In 2007, Maryland’s legislature would have abolished the death penalty but for one vote. Urbina, supra note 77.


110 China Sees 30% Drop in Death Penalty, supra note 4.

111 The SPC will track retrials resulting from cases tried by particular judges and will punish those who are prone to errors. This is the first time the SPC has said it will hold judges responsible for issuing verdicts that are later overturned, according to Shen Deyong, vice-president of the SPC. Xie Chuanjiao, supra note 17. However, attempts to make lower court judges responsible for intentional or major errors began in 1992. LU & MIETHE, supra note 27, at 223 n.43.

112 China Changes Law to Limit Death Sentence, supra note 11.

113 See LU & MIETHE, supra note 27, at 125.
and prohibited death sentences for rape of a minor. But most executions arise out of state punishment systems untouched by any national policy decisions. In contrast, China's revisions are politically approved and take the form of national rulemaking, rather than court decisions, making it possible that China will abolish the death penalty before the United States. Neither nation will do so soon.

115 ZIMRING, supra note 108, at 78.